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An interactive self-love activity workbook for women with quizzes, journal prompts, and tools to
guide you on your self-care journey.You're probably doing a lot—taking care of your family, killing
it at your job, volunteering, organizing, scheduling, delegating. At the end of all of that, do you
have any time or energy left to take care of the most important person: you? If you are ready to
step out of feelings of frenzy, guilt, stress, and overwhelm, this is the perfect book to guide you
on that journey with simple steps you can take each day to improve your self-care.Self-care
movement leader Suzanne Falter gets it. In fact, she lived the life that every woman today feels
expected to lead, chasing career goals while balancing the commitment of raising a family. But
after facing an unthinkable tragedy, Suzanne transformed her identity as a stressed-out
workaholic to find her way back to wholeness and balance after experiencing nearly
unimaginable grief. In The Extremely Busy Woman's Guide to Self-Care, Suzanne shares
simple, bite-sized suggestions to help you ease onto the path of effective self-care in a way that
feels doable rather than demanding.This book is perfect if you are looking for:Self-care books for
womenSelf-care gifts for womenSelf affirmations for womenStress-management booksPractical
suggestions for taking care of yourselfHow to ask for help and set boundariesThe road to
soothing self-care is right in front of you—all you have to do is say yes to the journey and take
the first step.

"Empowering...Falter's sensible, loving advice applies to any reader." - Publishers Weekly"The
best gift for all the busy women in your life, starting with yourself." - Norine Dworkin-McDaniel,
Co-creator of Science of Parenthood --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorSuzanne Falter is an author, speaker, blogger and podcaster who has published both
fiction and non-fiction, as well as essays. She also speaks about self-care and the
transformational healing of crisis, especially in her own life after the death of her daughter Teal.
Her non-fiction books also include How Much Joy Can You Stand? and Surrendering to Joy.
Suzanne is also the host of podcast Self-Care for Extremely Busy Women.Suzanne's essays
have appeared in O Magazine, The New York Times, Elephant Journal, Tiny Buddha and Thrive
Global among others. Her fiction titles include the Oaktown Girls series of lesbian romances,
and the romantic suspense series, Transformed. Her non-fiction work, blog, podcasts and her
online course, Self-Care for Extremely Busy Women, can be found at suzannefalter.com and on
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Pinterest.She lives with her wife in the San Francisco Bay Area.
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healers, friends, and fellowsWho showed me the path to self-careAnd for TealPart OneThe Self-
Care MindsetOneWhy We All Crave Self-CarePresumably, you picked up this book because the
cover spoke to you. The idea of indulging in a lovely warm bath of ideas and encouragement
about self-care appealed to you. Or maybe a friend recommended it—a friend with a little too
much empathy in her eyes.One way or another, you crave self-care because, on some level, it’s
missing in your life.But if you’re like some of us, that fact could be hard to admit. You may think



you’re one of the few people out there who doesn’t actually need self-care. You may tell yourself
you’re just too busy for self-care. Or you offer up your annual massage and your occasional
weekend off as proof that you’re just fine.Secretly, part of you may believe you’re just a little
superhuman and don’t need the same stuff the rest of us do. And yet, here you are, reading this
book.You may insist that you’d get to self-care if only there weren’t so many other people and
projects out there demanding your attention. Or maybe you’re a procrastinator. You really are
going to start taking better care of yourself…soon!Or it could be a major piece of your life has
just fallen apart. You’ve been left mildly stunned, knowing something must change and feeling
utterly overwhelmed at the prospect.Maybe you just flat out know you need self-care, and you
need help with it. Now!Whatever the case may be, your future as a self-caring individual can
begin this minute, but only if you are willing. The fact is that I know what you’re going through,
because not too long ago, I was you.I was busy. Lord, I was busy! Meanwhile, I hid from my own
needs for decades. When they occurred to me, I simply suppressed them. The voices around
me drowned out my own, even when it came to my sexuality. In a telling example, I avoided the
fact that I was a lesbian for thirty-three years because it would be so horribly inconvenient to my
homophobic parents.I also buried myself in work, which turned out to be a really good place to
hide from my general state of dissatisfaction.I simply didn’t know that I mattered. I thought I was
supposed to become a stressed-out, wired, unconscious doormat to the world. I thought I was
supposed to work ever harder in some skewed attempt to become the most brilliant, the most
perfect, the most whatever.It wasn’t until life finally stopped me in my tracks that I began to
regroup. Only then did I learn how critical self-care is to a life well lived. And only then did I
realize that this seemingly self-indulgent activity was actually the truest path back to
happiness.What happened was that my twenty-two-year-old daughter, Teal, suddenly died from
a medically unexplainable cardiac arrest.One minute, we were sitting in a café in San Francisco,
enjoying a lovely dinner. Two hours later, she was in a coma. Six days later, she was dead. That
was the moment I went from being a stressed-out, overworked, self-involved internet marketing
consultant to being an incoherent lump on a bed.As the months passed and I grieved Teal’s
death, I began to see everything I had been doing as meaningless. Slowly, over time, it dawned
on me that I felt lost and empty because I didn’t want this life I’d cobbled togetherBy this point in
my life, I’d managed to embrace my lesbianism and leave my marriage, but that was about it. I
was pursuing a career that was inauthentic, and my first lesbian relationship was an unmitigated
disaster that had just ended.Finally, I was being forced to tell the truth I’d run from for far too long.
But once I admitted that I didn’t actually want the relationship or the career, an even more
frightening realization surfaced.I had no idea what I did want.Suitcase in hand, I left the home I’d
shared with my former partner. I put my things in storage, packed up my car, and began to
wander.When you’re used to being completely harried, uncertainty is downright scary. Twice in
the year that followed, I tried to return to my former work, and twice, I fell flat on my face. My
website got hacked repeatedly. A relaunch of a product that had once done well failed miserably.
No matter how I tried to avoid the empty space, I couldn’t. The universe kept telling me to go



back to bed.My only job was to relax, grieve, and not know what to do next. I had enough
savings to live on for a year or two if I was very, very frugal, so I stopped. Completely.In that big,
long stretch of not working—and not doing much of anything, really, besides grieving—I
discovered the cure to my aggravation, my sleeplessness, and my pain. In that quiet stillness, I
began to listen to myself.Slowly, I admitted the things that weren’t working.I took responsibility
for the suffering I’d caused others. I forgave myself and everyone else as well. And I started
trying on new activities, like consciously listening to people and keeping quiet for a change. And
I learned to ask for help. Instead of second-guessing and doubting those around me, I began to
actually trust them.Gradually, a bit of light began to dawn. I became aware of things I cared
about, like singing, something I hadn’t even thought about for nearly a decade. And writing
fiction, which I hadn’t done in years.Instead of being so wrapped up in work I didn’t like and
heroically solving everyone else’s problems, I began thinking about myself with a new curiosity.
What did I want from each day? What did I need?This was how I discovered what self-care is
really all about. For me, it wasn’t scheduling yet another massage, a therapy appointment, or
anything else. Instead, it became about un-scheduling my days. My new life was about nothing
more than slowing down and going within.Yes, I grieved. In fact, I grieved a great deal. But in that
grief and introspection, I also reinvented my life.If my daughter was going to die and I was going
to live, I simply couldn’t go on the way I had been. The only way back to peace and serenity was
to become a better person, the kind of person who listened to herself attentively and actively
lived her values.I wanted to be someone Teal would have been proud of.In fact, as I moved
through my grief, I began to read the journals Teal had left behind. In particular, I devoured a
worn, red spiral notebook filled with insights and short bits of reassurance she’d written out.
What became extraordinarily clear was how dedicated to self-care she had been in her own
life.Teal had epilepsy, which left her extremely attuned to her body. She was always listening and
responding accordingly. Yet her approach to self-care was far more than that.Unlike many
people, Teal was excellent at simply being. She had few ambitions in life beyond the next
spontaneous trip to some far-flung corner of the world with her backpack and her guitar in hand.
All she knew was that ultimately, someday, she wanted to be a healer.Teal delighted in the
simple joy of connecting with other people, both strangers and friends. She enjoyed the grace of
resting as needed, and she never pushed herself. Furthermore, Teal had little use for material
wealth and the stuff the rest of us surround ourselves with.When she died, she had two dollars in
her wallet and another five in her bank account. Yet only days before, when I asked if she
needed any money, she told me she didn’t. She had enough, she said. After all, she had just
bought groceries.What Teal understood—and I was just learning—was that life was inherently
rich just as it is, without a lot of bells and whistles added.In the days that passed, I learned that
self-care is ultimately about the exquisite act of simply being, without needing to be useful,
effective, organized, ambitious, or even good.It is about stopping the endless doing and letting
life flow around us, carrying us, as we begin to pay close attention to our wants and
needs.Within that state of being, my life slowly began to bloom again. Two years after Teal’s



death, when I was finally, truly ready and not one moment sooner, new work suddenly arrived.
An investor called me up out of the blue and offered to fund a series of novels that I would write,
even though I hadn’t published fiction for twenty-four years.It was writing I wanted to do, so I said
yes. Not long after that, I happened to go to a party where I met the love of my life. We married
two years later. Along the way, I was invited to sing with an R & B band after meeting some of the
players at a spontaneous music jam. Yet another bucket list item was surprisingly ticked
off.Then, remarkably, my career as a speaker was rekindled through a series of events that
began when we donated Teal’s organs after her death. One kidney and her liver went to women
in their fifties and sixties. Her heart and her other kidney went to a young woman, not much older
than Teal, who’d struggled with congestive heart failure for eight years. The sense that there was
a purpose to Teal’s inexplicable death became hugely reassuring to me.One day, I was chatting
with the donor network outreach coordinator. During the previous year, she’d dutifully checked in
from time to time, making sure I had everything I needed as I grieved. And at that time, I was at a
turning point in my grief as I moved back toward day-to-day functioning.“Do you happen to be a
speaker?” she asked me toward the end of our conversation. In fact, I’d spoken extensively in my
writing and consulting careers and created and led hundreds of workshops.“I am,” I replied.
“How did you know?”The coordinator paused. “I have no idea,” she admitted.Then she went on
to explain that few donor families were willing to speak about their experiences on stage. If I was,
it would help their audiences of transplant professionals, for whom burnout was always a risk. All
of them needed to be reminded from time to time about the value of their intensely stressful
work.Soon, I found myself delivering keynote speeches and workshops to audiences of
hundreds of health care and organ transplantation workers around the United States.Again and
again, I shared my experience as a donor mom from the stage. I also told the story of how Teal’s
death led me to discover the value of self-care. I shared precious little nuggets from her journals
every time.It was work I never would have expected to do in a million years.As I spread this
message, I also wrote hundreds of blog posts, some of which went viral on Facebook. My
essays were then picked up by major magazines and online journals, and I began the Self-Care
for Extremely Busy Women podcast. An online course and the Self-Care Group for Extremely
Busy Women on Facebook followed.Day by day, I discovered that harried women everywhere
were struggling with self-care just as I once had. And I realized that together, Teal and I could
provide a solution.So she got to live out her dream of being a healer, albeit posthumously. And I
found my way back to my true purpose—one that truly honors who I am.How did any of this
happen? For once, I stopped. I let go and took good care of myself, and the deeply aligned life
I’d craved for so long just arrived and settled in.The only “work” I had to do was to take
responsibility for my path, tell the truth, and begin to listen to myself closely. And to say yes when
opportunities arose.This, I’ve come to learn, is the true path of self-care. It is a way of
effortlessness in which much gets done but without all the drama, the struggle, or the
overwork.Instead, it is a path of grace that guides you impeccably, but only when you are ready
and willing to examine your own life.Bear in mind that you don’t have to have a crisis to get the



point. You just have to crave and welcome the self-care that will deliver you to the life of your
dreams.True self-care is about honoring your heart and soul. And I am here to say this is exactly
what you deserve, whoever you are and whatever you have done until now. To paraphrase Mary
Oliver’s glorious poem “Wild Geese,” you really don’t have to walk through the desert on your
knees for mile after mile to be worthy.You just have to be willing to get up, dust yourself off, and
begin again.TwoWhy This Is Not a Book About Time ManagementI used to think all my problems
could be solved with more time. I imagined an extra weekend ought to do it.If I could only find the
space to breathe, my difficult relationship, my hectic career, and the strange, lonely emptiness I
kept experiencing would finally settle down. Then I’d be happy again, I told myself. Finally, I’d be
able to relax.Or so I thought.True deep, delicious self-care isn’t about time management, taking
the weekend off, or getting a regular massage, though those things can certainly help. Nor is it
about working to the point of exhaustion and then retreating to a spa for an afternoon. Or using
meditation, chardonnay, and TV binges to zone out after yet another toxic fight with your loved
one.It’s about creating a better life overall, one that’s aligned with your values and who you
actually are.It’s about honoring the still, small voice within that guides you, impeccably, to
become your best self. And it’s about having the courage to make changes that truly reflect you
and what your beautiful, sensitive, beating heart desires more than anything.To do this, you
begin by tuning in to yourself and listening to your body, and this can be hard at first. You may
observe your dreams and write them down. Perhaps you journal as well. Maybe when you tune
in, you hear nothing at first. Or maybe you just notice sudden thoughts while you’re taking a
shower.One way or another, once you commit to the path of self-care and you begin to listen in
earnest, a pronounced trail of bread crumbs shows up as life reveals what’s really next for you.
You may know what I’m talking about because your body and soul are already talking to you—
quite loudly, even.They may, in fact, be telling you to slow down. And that thought can be
downright scary. Yet here is the truth about our life in the twenty-first century:Most of us do far
more than we need to.We live in a culture that favors doing over being and intensity over
serenity. We are taught to overproduce at an early age, ever stepping up our games to become
higher and higher achievers who learn how to compete, push, and drive ourselves into the
ground.And yet, what if all that overproduction was actually unnecessary? What if we just
showed up and did a good-enough, adequate job instead of one that is mind-blowingly superb?
What if we earned enough money and had enough stuff instead of needing to rake in ever more
dough and drive an ever-spiffier car?Would that actually be enough for us? Could we live with
ourselves if we didn’t live up to the hype that resonates through our culture?Could we settle for
“perfectly fine” instead of “extraordinary”?If this concept seems foreign or downright wrong,
consider this. You and I have little perspective about our lives. Or at least we don’t until the
bottom drops out and everything falls apart. Then the view is glaringly clear.You may read this
and think I’m down on human achievement. Hey, I love achievement! Without it, we wouldn’t be
where we are today. And yet, a steady diet of overachievement leaves us with broken bodies and
stressful, empty lives that are devoid of meaning.I’m suggesting there is a time and place for



each of us to stop and reflect on what we’re doing with these beautiful lives we’ve been given.
And then to make changes where necessary.Only when you take a clear, unflinching look at your
life and really see exactly where you’re at can you begin to take better care of yourself. And that’s
when life gets really good.What’s on the other side of all that personal discovery and self-care is
true, unequivocal happiness. That much I can promise you. You may have to make a few
changes first or at least develop a few new habits. That can mean stepping out of your comfort
zone for a while.But trust me on this. You are really, really going to like where you wind up,
because it will be the most deliciously free, authentic, in-flow place you can imagine. This is what
happens when you listen to your inner longings.Now, you could be reading this thinking none of
this applies to you. You know you are just too damn busy to ever consider taking time off. But I’m
not advocating that you do. I’m simply advocating for a pause to reflect.And I’m providing another
perspective on how to get underneath your current state of busyness so you can dig into what
you need and even actively crave in your life.It could be that this book triggers some new ideas
for you about how to manage your busyness. Or it encourages you to ask for support you never
realized you needed. Or it opens your mind to adding some new creative meanderings to your
day.Whatever it does for you, may it free that inner spirit who longs to speak to you. And may it
empower you to listen to her well.How to Maximize Your Use of This BookHere’s what I know
about women like us. We like to get things done. That means a lot of us have no interest in little
fussy questionnaires or exercises that pop up right in the middle of a good read.But we also like
results.Do yourself a favor, and actually take a few moments to complete the various exercises,
lists, and questionnaires at the links provided. I’ve kept them as brief (and as fun) as possible.
Hey, I’ve even timed them for you! Think of them as your ticket to much improved self-care, for
they will help you tell yourself the all-critical truth.If you’re reading electronically, bring a notebook
or a blank document to make notes in as you go along, and head to to download the
corresponding activities.In part 1, you’ll find ideas and exercises about the inner work of self-
care. In part 2, you’ll discover tips on how to make these healthier habits part of every day.Be
someone in the world who loves loving yourself!—Teal’s journal, August 17, 2011ThreeHow
Stressed Out Are You?Five MinutesIt’s like there’s something in the water.According to the
American Psychological Association, 75 percent of all respondents to a recent survey on stress
said they’d experienced at least one symptom of acute stress in the previous month.1This
means three out of four Americans currently experience stress.To get a pulse on exactly how
stressed you are and how much you may need greater self-care, fill out the “Common
Symptoms of Stress” checklist from your downloaded activity pages. Check off any symptoms
you’ve had in the last three months.What to Do with Your ResultsAsk yourself right now how the
stress symptoms you just checked off stack up to, say, a year ago? Five years ago?Are there a
number of new ones? Or have you been nursing the same old stress symptoms for a long time?
Have you been avoiding your stress or pretending it’s not there? Or have you been working on it
but not making much progress so far?The important thing is not to resolve the stress in this
moment but to see it for what it is. Simply observe it for now. Then keep reading and doing the



exercises.There are ideas ahead that will be of help.1 Christopher Bergland, “Stress in America
Is Gnawing Away at Our Well-Being,” Psychology Today, November 1, 2017, .FourThe Big
Illusion About Getting Stuff DoneWhen I was younger, I used to think that my all-important goals
in life could only be achieved one way: by doing stuff.The very idea of relaxing and taking a day
off seemed like anathema to me. If I wasn’t working, working, working, I was hitting the treadmill
to improve my blood-oxygen level. Or I was meditating so I could make my neural connectivity
zoom. Or perhaps I was reading lots of books on how to become ever more productive and
successful.I even treated motherhood like an exercise in overachievement, painstakingly making
chicken croquettes to hide scary green vegetables and researching which baby board books
provided the maximum infant brain stimulation.Back then, I worked my heart out because
secretly, I believed I was flawed. I thought I had to try harder than everyone else to compensate
for what was a basic loser package.For years, I kept up a nonstop quest to become Super Susie.
It was exhausting. At one point, a friend noticed this and asked me, “When do you ever relax?”“I
do yoga twice a week!” I shot back, and my friend shook her head.Clearly, I’d missed the
point.What I didn’t yet realize is that those goals of mine could have been more easily reached if
I’d just stopped. By busying up my life, I’d taken away one of the most critical components of self-
care, which is rest.Space.Plain old emptiness.Back then, I didn’t yet see that I was, in fact,
mortal and that I needed to restore myself periodically. And I really didn’t see the connection
between my general success level and my self-care. At least I didn’t until I met a friend I’ll call
Marianne.Marianne, like me, was an online entrepreneur whose income relied on lots of content
creation, marketing, and networking. Yet unlike me, Marianne made self-care her biggest priority
every single day.I know this because Marianne and I were “action buddies.” We’d email each
other a list of to-dos in our lives and our businesses. Then we’d check in later in the day with a
report of how we’d done. My list usually had seventeen items stuffed into an eight- or ten-hour
work period.Marianne’s list had four, three of which were items like “Hike Pinesaw Ridge,” “Get a
manicure,” and “Sign up for a cleanse.”I wondered about this but decided Marianne must be a
business lightweight. Then I actually had lunch with her one day, and she shared the details of
her business. Marianne was, in fact, making a healthy six-figure salary, which was a whole lot
more than me.“Oh, I work hard sometimes,” she said airily. “But I’ve learned that taking care of
myself usually helps me make more money.”
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Havi, “Like a cuppa wise sharing and advice from a dear friend. I have been a huge fan of Susan
Falter's since "How Much Joy Can You Stand?" years ago. She speaks with transparency and
authenticity from her heart and experience and offers wisdom "to grow corn with"...practical,
clear concepts and small steps that one can utilize immediately. I so appreciate that this is not a
cold "how to" book, but a sharing, complete with personal experience and heart-filled presence.
It truly feels like sitting down with a dear wise friend over a cup of coffee or cocoa, and having
that sigh of relief that there is a way out of feeling frenzied and overwhelmed, there is a way to
enjoy life in a self-caring and self-honoring way, especially in these difficult times. Thank you,
Susan!”

Ann, “A gem of a book that will guide you to listen to your inner voice. I’m a holistic psychiatrist,
so self-care is important to me & my work with my patients. Suzanne Falter’s book, The
Extremely Busy Women’s Guide to Self Care, is a gem! This captures the book’s philosophy &
gives you a sense of Suzanne’s heartfelt voice, “It’s about honoring the still, small voice within
that guides you, impeccably, to become your best self. And it’s about having the courage to
make changes that truly reflect you and what your beautiful, sensitive, beating heart desires
more than anything.” While this book has practical suggestions, it’s not another ‘to do list’ that
will leave you feeling guilty about how you’re also not doing enough self care. Its more like a
gentle coach inspired by Suzanne’s own extraordinary journey from workaholism through grief to
wholeness. As an integrative health doc, I especially appreciate her mind-body approach to self
care. And I agree with her that “listening to yourself through your body” is the way in to healing
yourself. I know you too will get as much as I did from this precious book!”

June Pangelinan, “Self-Care Is Countercultural - Can't Wait To Read. I just got the book and can't
wait to dig into it. Self-care is countercultural. We're "supposed" to be busy as a sign of our worth
in this society and I'm over it. But it's a practice to let go of "being busy" as a status symbol. I am
not on the treadmill of life, but often have shame around it because I feel like people judge me
because I don't work 60 hours a week at a paid job. This book couldn't have come at a better
time. Suzanne is a strong, smart and loving woman and is courageous to tackle this topic. Her
focus on self-care is something all busy woman (regular women and men) can benefit from.”

Often Used, “Self Improvement - and So Many Pluses!. How About this: "What Do You Need
Right Now!" (page 261) --- rather than the usual dead ends involving jumping through hoops
others (even well-intended) set up for you -- and which so often fail to serve anyone's interests?!
I'm a male -- though good sense and insight is universally applicable -- got this book because I
happened to hear Ms. Falter being interviewed on a Radio Show.”

K. Osmer, “A great read, inspiring and motivating. Both so we’ll written and speaks to my heart.



Selfcare has been. Focus of beating myself up and the authors approach to connecting with me
helped me accept and move forward. A good read, engaging and helpful to move towards my
loving self”

Rachael, “Good. I enjoyed this book and I love Suzanne’s podcast. She has helpful hints and
stories”

Elizabeth W Waitneight, “Life can be largely stress free.. This is a thoughtful and well organized
book to help a busy woman step back and look at herself objectively, and to analyze the
direction her life is going.”

NickyP01, “BEAUTIFULLY WRITTEN. WILL HELP A LOT OF PEOPLE!!!. LOVED this book -
written from Suzannes personal experience.I lent it a friend who said the same...its not so
complicated you have to read ita million times to get it - and not so simple you hadn't thought of
it.GREAT LITTLE BOOK - everyone..not just women should have a copy!!!”

The book by Suzanne Falter has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 176 people have provided feedback.
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